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What to do in times like these? Having worked through the tumultuous times after 9/11 while managing a printed circuit board 
substrate manufacturing facility, we looked for things to do. While cleaning is important and training is an option, you can only 
keep employees “cleaning and training” for so long. So what else can you do with the team? Consider kaizenette.

TM
 This 

concept is a derivative of Kaizen, which is the Japanese word for Continuous Improvement. A Kaizen Event is often held to bring 
a team of employees together to review and change a process over several days for the better. A kaizenette

TM
 event is simply a 

compressed and intensified Kaizen event. The goals of the kaizenette
TM

 can be to accomplish one or more of the following in 
hours or one day: 
 
Eliminate waste or non-value added steps or processes from the current state  
Increase visual awareness performance key metrics – make or spruce up a visual board 
Reduce and fix safety and ergonomic issues  
Implement 6S for better workflow and organization improved cleanliness  
Increase productivity 
Enhance feeling of belonging and morale of team 
 
With a simple plan and an engaged team, the results can be game changing.  
Some proven tips for success include: 
 
Set targets with bold outcomes  
Take “as is” or “before” pictures or video 
Give out or request team member nicknames, no titles allowed 
Relax work structure and hours to maintain flexibility 
Use repurposing with materials and obsolete equipment 
Change to change is no fun, seek improvement 
Take “after” pictures or video 
Capture meaningless stats during the process, (Post-It® notes used, or donuts consumed) for the post kaizenette

TM
 eblog 

Hand out some recognition and rewards 
Announce what is next….and repeat 
 
Interested or want to hear more, let us know how we can help you start kaizenette.
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